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We describe and measure the effects of self-defocusing on the various 
coupling effects produced when two coherent, noncollinear, picosecond opti
cal pulses (strong excitation and weak probe) are both spatially and tem
porally coincident in a thin s11 icon wafer. Spec! f1cally, we observe that 
the weak probe beam experiences considerably more defocusing than the exci
tation beam. We believe that this is the first direct conf1nnat1on of 
weak-wave retardat 1 on in li ght-by-11 ght scatter! ng experiments. We a I so 
observe the effects of this defocusing on the quality of the forward
trave 11 ng conjugate wave. 

In our experiments, two 65-psec ( FWH-4) pulses at 1.06 IJJTI (excitation and 
probe), separated by an angle e • 1.2° , were focused to a 600 IJm ( F\olttl) 
diameter spot on the surface of a thin (- 270 IJ m-thick) 51 wafer . The exci
tat 1 on and probe could be delayed by an amount T with respect to one 
another by means of an optical delay line. When both excitation and probe 
are spatially and temporally coincident (T • 0), the Interference between 
these two parallel-polarized pulses modulates the intensity across the face 
of the sample. The indirect absorption of the two pulses produces a 
spatially-modulated optically-created carrier density that results in a 
spatial modulation of the refract i ve Index. 

The coherent interact ion between the excitation pulse and the probe can 
be viewed as the self-diffraction of the excitation pulse from an opti
cally-produced grating. That is, the excitation (E) and probe (E) pulses 
interfere to modify spatially the optical properE1es of the simple, as 
described above. The excitation pulse (Eel Is then self-diffracted by the 
grat 1 ng produced by E..e. and Ep to produce two f1 rs t-order scattered beams . 
One first-order diffracted excitation beam is · collinear with the 
transmitted probe beam; the other first-order beam Ec travels in the 
background-free direction -e. All alternate point of view is to consider 
the coherent interaction between the two pulses as a transient, degenerate, 
four-wave mixing process. In this case, the second self-diffracted be.n 
Ec, d 1 scussed above, 1s eas 1ly recognized as the forward-trave 1 i ng phase
conjugate of the probe beam. The self-diffracted excitation pu 1 se that 
travels In the direction of the probe Is responsible for the so-called 
coherent coupling "artifacts• (e.g., correlation spikes) that are observed 
in traditional picosecond excitation-and-probe experiments. These interac
tions have also been called real-time holography (e.g. , Ref. 1) and light
by- light scattering (e.g., Ref. 2). Asswn1ng that the sample is optically
thin and that E and E.. « Ee, the general fonn for the coupled equations 
for the exc1tatlon, pfobe, and col\jugate polarizations In the transient 
regime are: 
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Pe(z,t) • -i KEe(z,t) j 1Ee(z,t')l 2 ex.p[-(t-t')/Ti ]dt' (1) 
• 00 

t 

Pp(z,t) a -1 KEP(z,t) f 1Ee(z,t')i 2exp[-(t·t')/Ti ]dt' • i KEe(z,t) 

x jt [E:(z,t') EP(z,t') + E;(z,t') Ee(z,t')] exp[-(t-t') /TG ]dt' (2) ... 
t 

Pc(z,t) • -i KEc(z,t) j 1Ee(z,t')l 2 exp[-(t-t')/tt] dt'- 1 KEe(z,t) 

x j\E;(z,t')E:~z,t') + Ec(z,t')E;(z,t')] exp[-(t-t') / tG]dt', (3) ... 
where K 1 s a 1onstant '1 T t 1 s thf free-carr1 er 11 fet ime and TG 1 s the grating 
lifetime, TG. a To· + Ti . . The grating In the nonlinear refractive 
1 ndex that fs introduced by 1 nterference between prob~ and exc1tat ton ( yr 
conjugate and excitation) decays by recombination Tl. • or diffusion T0• • 
For our geCJnetry , the optical pulsew1dth (65 psec) ls much less than the 
grating lifetime (~ 47 nsec). 

The various terms 1n ( 1) and (2) correspond to changes in the phase of 
.the excitation ( strong) and probe (weak) pulses, respectively. Notice 
that, for picosecond pulses, there Is an additional phase delay for the 
probe wave . Thts additional increase in refractive index was named .eak
wave retardation by Chiao and coworkers [2), lOtio first predicted thts 
effect. These workers 1 ater observed li ght-by- 11 ght scattering, but they 
did not verify weak-wave retardation [3]. 

If beams with Gaussian spatial proftles are used 1n these self
diffraction experiments , the changes 1n phase vel oc it i es predicted by ( 1) -
(3) should result in differing degrees of self-defocus i ng for the various 
transm1 tted pulses. We measure the degree of self-defocusing by observing 
the tranSIII1tted beM prattles with a v1d1con detector. Before sllml4r1 zing 
our results, we renark that the sel f-defocus1ng of the transmitted probe, 
excitation and conjugate in St have been studied recently by Hopf et al. 
[4] using various nonlinear 1nterferCJneters . They observed a substantTif 
self-defocusing of al l buras, but they were unable to detect weak wave 
retardation. For their work, the pulsew1dth was canparable to the d1ffu
s1on-d0111inated grattng 11fet1me. If this were the case, then the second 
terms 1n (2) and {3) would be ~11 with respect to the first. 

Figure 1 illustrates the distortion of the excitati on and probe be• 
profiles during these s~lf-diffraction studies. The f1uence of the exctta
tton pulse was 46 mJ/CIII , and the f1 uence of the probe .as a factor of 500 
smaller . Figure la shows scans of the probe proftle (1n the far field) 
when the excitation was blocked - the profile 1s reasonably Gaussian. 
Figures 1b and lc show profiles of the tranSIIIltted probe and excitation, 
respectively, .nen both were simultaneously present. The broadening of the 
excitation pulse caused by the optically-created free carriers in the Si ts 
evident, and the addittona1 self- defocusing of the probe (weak-wave 
retardation) ts clear. WI belteve thts to be the first direct observation 
of this effect. 
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~ Vfdfcon scans of the 
spatfal beam profiles of the 
(a) probe wfth pump blocked , 
(b) probe with pump, and 
(c) pump 

£!hl Vtdtcon se&n of the 
$pltf1l be .. proftle of the 
conjug~te be• 



In add1t I on, we have measured the trans•l tted bea11 prof11 e of the for 
ward-traveling conjugate wave under experimental conditions identical to 
those of Flgs.1b and 1c . The observed distortion of the conjugate (Fig.2) 
fs different fr<n the defocusing of either the probe or the excitation, 
contrary to the disparate conclusions of Refs. 2 and 4. 
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